Message from the Guest Editor

Dear Colleagues,

The development of metallic/intermetallic constructive materials with desired structures results in beneficial combinations of mechanical properties. Various thermo-mechanical treatments are widely used to produce metallic materials with preferred microstructures, achieved owing to diverse mechanisms of evolution. Knowledge regarding the effect of applied techniques and processing windows on the structural changes in metals, alloys and intermetallic compounds provides the development of manufacturing methods of structural materials with enhanced mechanical properties. The aim of this Special Issue is to present the latest achievements in theoretical and experimental investigations of mechanisms of microstructural changes in various metallic materials subjected to different processing methods, as well as their effect on mechanical properties. It is my pleasure to invite all researchers from the community of transition group metals, alloys, and intermetallic compounds to submit a manuscript in the field for this Special Issue.
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Message from the Editor-in-Chief

Materials (ISSN 1996-1944) was launched in 2008. The journal covers fourteen comprehensive topics: Biomaterials; Energy Materials; Composites; Structure Analysis; Porous Materials; Manufacturing Processes; Advanced Nanomaterials; Smart Materials; Thin Films; Catalytic Materials; Carbon Materials; Materials Chemistry; Materials Physics; Optics and Photonics; Corrosion; Building Materials. The distinguished and dedicated editorial board and our strict peer-review process ensure the highest degree of scientific rigor and review of all published articles.

Materials provides an unique opportunity to contribute high quality articles and to take advantage of its large readership.

Author Benefits

Open Access: free for readers, with article processing charges (APC) paid by authors or their institutions.

High visibility: indexed by the Science Citation Index Expanded (Web of Science), Ei Compendex and other databases. For more info on the journal’s Impact Factor, see here. Citations to become available in PubMed soon, full-text archived in PubMed Central.

Rapid publication: manuscripts are peer-reviewed; a first decision is provided to authors approximately 14.2 days after submission; acceptance to publication in 5 days (median values for papers published in materials in the second half of 2018).
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